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Introduction
Recognising the events industry’s impact
on the planet and its contribution to
society, Olympia London has incorporated
sustainability at the core of everything we do.
During 2019 we focussed on benefitting our
community and positively influencing peers
and our wider industry.
One of the venue’s biggest achievements to
date in playing our part to protect the planet
is having sent zero waste to landfill for the
last decade by recycling more than 98% and
converting the remainder into high grade
refuse-derived fuel. In 2019, our Grand Plan
helped us set more ambitious sustainability
objectives and increased Olympia London’s
influence as a sustainability leader in the
events industry.
“Olympia London’s commitment to
sustainability continues to be intertwined with
the fabric of everything we do, from engaging
with our communities to sharing expertise with
industry peers. I’m delighted that the Grand
Plan continued to excel during 2019 and was
shortlisted for three national sustainability
awards.”
Nigel Nathan — Managing Director
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“Maintaining the goal of making a difference
and having a positive impact in our areas
of influence led our Grand Plan to progress
our green objectives and enhance Olympia
London’s position as a sustainability leader.
I’m particularly delighted that in 2019, we
managed to reduce food waste by 17%, with
a view to completely eliminating it in the
future.”
Anna Golden — Commercial Director and
Grand Planner

The Grand
Planners
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“Driving our commitment to sustainability,
the Grand Planners are a team of passionate
volunteers from across the business. These
committed individuals have continued to
advocate green practices, connected our
communities and empowered our staff,
service partners and industry peers. We
couldn’t have done it without them.”
Siân Richards — Head of Sustainability
Abbey Short,Catering Manager

Keeping us healthy with food alternatives
and championing our war on food waste

Jessica Hutchison, Marketing Assistant
Communicating our initiatives
and successes

Paul Brough, Group Health & Safety
Manager

Maintaining a high-standard safety
culture, vital for a sustainable businesss

Adam Burnett, Security & Traffic
Supervisor

Keith Power, Operations Manager,
Creativevents

Paul Duncan, Purchase Ledger Controller

Amir Vered, Head of IT & eForce

Kristina Jearrad, Cleaning Manager

Paul Langford, Projects Manager

Anna Golden, Commercial Director

Lance Barrett, Shift Technician

Philippa Hallam-Parker, Event Manager

Arek Samplawski, Car Park Supervisor

Lynn Leslie, Pay and Benefits Administrator

Sandra Porto, Communications Manager

Benjamin Burton, Andrew Thomas,
Marion Fleury, Levy UK

Nico Stanford, Account Manager

Siân Richards, Head of Sustainability

Brian Jones, Head of Facilities

Oliver Jones, Electrical Operations

Susan Collyer, Head of HR

Keeping our venue safe and helping
to minimise traffic pollution
Providing us with sustainable IT solutions

Our Grand Plan champion on
the Board of Directors

Keeping the car parks running smoothly
and safely; maintaining our ‘Park Mark’

Supporting our charity events
with delicious food

Ensuring all of our facility services are
delivered to the highest standard

Frances Finn, Event Manager

Making sure organisers receive their
event sustainability reports and helping
clients improve their sustainability

Delivering sustainable catering solutions

Helping to reduce and responsibly
manage our waste

Keeping our mechanical and electrical
plant running efficiently
Ensuring our staff are rewarded
and looked after

Making sure we collaborate closely with
our clients from the first contact

Championing sustainability at Freeman,
our electrical services partner

Managing timely payment of our suppliers

Keeping developments on the right
track and reporting our energy data
Collaborating with our clients
to make events greener
Telling the industry about our
Grand Plan achievements
Our Grand Plan leader

Diligently looking after our employees,
the key to our success

Awards and
Memberships
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ISO 2012:1

Green
Tourism
Gold Award

AIM Secure

AccessAble
partnership

Simply Cups
recycling
scheme

BusinessGreen
Leaders
Awards

TRICS Survey

Certified to the
international
standard for
sustainable event
management

The highest level
of recognition,
demonstrating
a commitment
to People, Places
and our Planet

An assurance
of excellence in
business meetings
and events

Recognition that
Olympia London
is committed
to improving
accessibility

A member of
the world’s first
and leading cup
recycling scheme

Celebrating
leaders in the
green economy
(shortlisted)

Validating our
assumptions about
the transport
impacts of new
developments

AEO
Excellence
Awards

Park Mark
Award

Guardians of
Grub

BSC 5* health
and safety
accreditation

Superbrands

Healthy
Workplace
Achievement
Certificate

EN Awards

Rewarding the best
the events industry
has to offer

Confirming that
Olympia London’s
car parks are
properly managed
and maintained to
help reduce crime
and the fear of crime

An active member
of the scheme
developed by WRAP
under the Courtauld
Commitment 2025 to
reduce food waste

Awarded for the
venue’s integrated
safety, health and
environmental
management system

Recognising Olympia
London as one of the
most respected UK
brands for the third
consecutive year

Presented by the
Mayor of London
to businesses
championing
wellbeing in
the Capital

Recognising
achievement in the
exhibition industry
(highly commended)
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Our ultimate goal is to leave a positive
impact through all that we do, focusing
on these areas: Community, Environment
and Engage, Educate, Empower.
Read our sustainable development policy here

Community

37

Our aim
Focusing on our objective to widen support
for the local community, the venue has
embraced new partnerships, leading to
an enhanced sense of being a community
hub in projects ranging from conservation
to leisure and practical support.
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Our charitable trust
Olympia London’s Charitable Trust (Charity
No. 1091254) includes councillors from the
London Boroughs of Kensington & Chelsea
and Hammersmith & Fulham as trustees and
is focused on making a positive impact in the
local community, particularly for young people.

• Avonmore Primary School — £5,600
With an above average number of children
receiving Pupil Premium, many would not be
able to afford school trip experiences. Our
charitable trust part-financed a 4-night trip
to Dorset, ensuring that no pupil missed out.

In 2019 our charitable trust donated a
total of £12,622. The beneficiaries were:

• Linacre Court Resident’s Association — £5,812
The donation enabled the tenants’ and residents’
association to invest in IT equipment and furniture
to support projects benefiting their community.
• West London Welcome — £1,210
Providing free services to refugees, asylum
seekers and migrants in Hammersmith & Fulham,
the charity utilised funds to purchase 10 laptops
and software used in computer labs and literary
classes. The equipment was bought at discounted
prices via charity Computer Aid International,
championing equal access to technology.

Community

£12,622

total charitable trust
donations in 2019
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Community engagement and action
Friends of Olympia London launched in 2019
– a community-led membership offering
access to exclusive community events,
socials, newsletters and local discounts.

£39,823
Total Grand Plan
donations in 2019

• £10,000 of event tenancy fees were
donated to Barons Court Project and
refugee children’s charity Alf Dubs Fund.
• £350 was donated to local Lyric
Theatre to visit their in-house beehives
during our staff team day.
• Grand Planners partnered with our
internal wellbeing committee to
gather and donate working clothes to
Smartworks, a charity supporting and
empowering unemployed women to get
back into work.

Community

• A clothing appeal was organised to
donate over 50 T-Shirts to Barons
Court Project’s clients following a
summer appeal from the charity.
• Normand Croft School was supported
with raffle donations for its summer
and winter fair fundraisers.
• In addition to our charitable trust’s
donations for local causes totalling
£12,622, the Grand Plan donated a total of
£22,978 to charity. The value of donations
in kind, including volunteering, was
£16,845, making a grand total of £39,823

“Avonmore School was gifted free tickets
which we were able to include in our
school raffle. The winning children were
particularly delighted to spend the weekend
with their parents enjoying themselves.”
Victoria Henman,
Year 7 Coordinator at Avonmore School
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Grand partnerships
A venue heritage talk in partnership with The
London Metropolitan Archives at the Pillar Hall
showcased Olympia London’s 134 year history
to staff and members of the local community.

• The venue engaged with and supported
Hammersmith & Fulham’s ‘Small Tap,
Big Change’ campaign, raising funds
for charities supporting the homeless.

• A community street party was held on
Olympia Way for Friends of Olympia London.

• Olympia London opened its Pillar Hall
to guests during Maggie’s fundraising
Culture Crawl; service partners
Blitz and Levy provided equipment
and catering for the evening.

• Matching the Grand Plan’s donation
to Barons Court Project, heating and
ventilation company JW Millson installed
air conditioning in the charity’s premises.
• A Halloween party led by venue owners YOO
Capital, was held for local residents.
• A classical concert for the community,
also led by YOO Capital, took place
at renowned music festival, KOFMA,
in the venue’s Conference Centre.

Community 10

• Partnering with event Hyper Japan,
the venue enabled Year 6 pupils from
Avonmore and Normand Croft schools to
enjoy the live experience free of charge.
• Olympia London staff attended a talk
on homelessness, given by the director
of our charity partner, Barons Court
Project, to learn about the causes of
homelessness and how to help people
sleeping rough in our borough. The talk
was followed by a fund-raising lunch for
the charity, supported by our catering
partners Levy UK and Creativevents.

“It was amazing having The Pillar Hall as
one of our stops on our Maggie’s Culture
Crawl London route ..…where our walkers
could find out more about Olympia
London and its history ….. We are so
pleased to be working with Olympia
London and look forward to future events.”
Helen Muir
Fundraising Manager, Maggie’s West London

Volunteering to
make a difference
• Olympia London staff and service
partners supported a fundraising event at
Lambeth Palace on behalf of Barons Court
Project – supporting the homeless and
vulnerable in Hammersmith & Fulham.
• The venue’s cleaning team activated cleanup services on neighbouring Sinclair Road,
contributing to maintaining part of our local
architectural and historic conservation area.

Community

• Olympia London staff formed a
team and raised £1,900 for Maggie’s
Cancer Centre during fundraising
fitness event Battle Cancer.
• Grand Planner volunteers served
Christmas lunches to homeless and
vulnerable people at Barons Court Project.

“Remaining Olympia London’s charity
partner for a second consecutive year has
really benefitted Barons Court Project
and our guests. The Grand Plan team has
been proactive in helping us fundraise and
providing practical help. It’s wonderful to
have the support of our local community.”
Michael Angus
Director, Barons Court Project
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Results

Community

Cash donations
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Donations in kind, leveraged by Olympia London*

Beneficiary

Donation (£)

Baron’s Court Project

6,500

Lyric Hammersmith

350

Alf Dubbs Fund

5,000

TOTAL DONATED

11,850

Beneficiary

Donor

Olympia London

Olympia London staff
Baron's Court Project

Money raised by Olympia London for charities
Beneficiary

1,903

Macmillan

370

Barons Court Project

8,855

TOTAL RAISED

11,128

Smart Works

Volunteering hours provided by Olympia London & Service Partners
Beneficiary

Total hours

Approximate
Value (£)

Baron's Court Project

23

850

Avonmore School

16

800

Normand Croft School

30

1,500

TOTAL HOURS & VALUE

69

3,150

Details

600

Deep clean of kitchen

400

Rerouting of pipework

1,800

Shelving, clothing
store, painting,
transport

180

Reverse advent
calendar items

500

Clothing

1,030

Painting

London Painting
Contractors

1,610

Collection and delivery
of various items on
different dates

Arc Pest Control

75

Review of pest control
measures

JW Millson

1,500

Office air conditioning

Olympia London staff

6,000

Women’s interview
wear x 125 items

TOTAL VALUE

13,695

TOTAL VALUE
OF CASH AND
DONATIONS IN KIND

39,823

Total raised (£)

Maggie's West London

Value (£)

*Estimated value of work provided for free by contractors, requested by Olympia London

Environment

Our aim
Our journey in contributing towards the
regeneration of the planet continued in
2019, taking us a step further to achieving
a sustainable, circular economy.
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Declaring war on
single-use plastics
• We partnered with Simply Cups to ensure
hot beverage cups are recycled and
transformed into new, reusable products
• The Grand Plan signed up to the
Meetings Industry Association’s singleuse plastic reduction pledge
• We commissioned a plastics audit to
help define our next steps in reducing
the use of plastic and eliminating singleuse plastic from the venue

Environment

• Any remaining plastic items in our
catering areas were replaced with
‘cane ware’, made from reclaimed and
rapidly renewable sugarcane pulp and
Vegware - plant-based, compostable
packaging and equipment.
• Water refilling stations were installed
to reduce the use of disposable water
bottles and canned water was offered
as alternative to plastic bottled water
at catering outlets.

• Cellulose replaced plastic in sandwich
wrappers
• Canned water and soft drinks were
distributed at the events industry Golf
Day and our own service partners’ golf
day, saving over 200 plastic bottles
• Plastic bags were removed from office
bins and only dry waste permitted to
avoid contamination

Recycle
your paper
cups here

Water
Refills

We’re working with Simply Cups to turn
your drinks cups into second-life materials.
Visit simplycups.co.uk to find out more.
This is all part of our Grand Plan
olympia.london/sustainability

Lids

Number of bottles refilled

Automatic fill

Water refills
available at all
of our catering
outlets

Refill London
Download our
app to find refill
points near you

Liquid

Cups
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Improving waste management
and tackling food waste
• In 2019, the venue increased its recycling
rate to 98.3% and maintained a 10-year
record of sending no waste to landfill.
• Exhibitors were encouraged to dispose of
their waste responsibly, with stand catering
stickers explaining how to recycle packaging
• The venue joined national campaign
‘Guardians of Grub’, led by WRAP, to reduce
food waste. An internal and external
campaign involving staff, partners and
clients resulted in a 17% reduction in food
waste during the last quarter of 2019,
resulting in a 3.6% reduction across the
whole year.

98%
Recycling rate
Zero to landfill

• We continued our partnership with City
Harvest to ensure surplus food was
distributed to those who needed it the
most. Working with the organisers of
Speciality and Fine Foods, the amount of
left-over food redistributed to charities
increased from 382kg (888 meals) in
2018 to 2657kg (6179 meals) in 2019.
• In partnership with Creativevents,
Scully’s was launched – a zero-waste
show-floor restaurant available to
organisers utilising a mainly vegetarian
menu and sourcing local produce only.

Environment
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“This is a fantastic achievement by Olympia
London, and we are delighted that our
Guardians of Grub campaign helped support
this important drive. …This programme has
been a great success for the participating
businesses, for the environment, and in
showing the public that there is no place for
food waste at any Olympia London event.”
Eleanor Morris
Sector Specialist,
Hospitality & Food Service at WRAP

“House & Garden Festival was delighted to
partner with Olympia London and bring
Scully’s restaurant to life. The plant-based
menu and fresh approach to sustainability
resonated with our audience. We were
absolutely delighted with the feedback from
visitors and exhibitors, and would like to bring
Scully’s to the show floor again.”
Mary Claire Boyd
Show Director, Clarion Events

Greener behind the scenes

Environment

“Sustainability was a huge consideration
when choosing a venue, and partnering
with Olympia London enabled us to deliver
an event that was our most sustainable
event yet… where possible everything was
reduced, reused or recycled.”

• The Grand Planners reviewed our internal
Green Office Charter, encouraging more
challenging green practices amongst
staff and raising awareness via internal
communication channels
• We reviewed our cleaning products
procurement - cleaning cloths containing
plastic were completely removed and
95% of our cleaning solutions are now
environmentally friendly

Malcolm McLaren
Senior Client Partner
George P. Johnson
Experience Marketing,
Organising IBM’s business event

GREEN OFFICE
CHARTER

olympia.london
http://www.olympia.co.uk/about-us/responsibility/sustainability
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Results

Environment
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Consumption of resources and waste tonnage at the venue is heavily influenced
by the number, size, and type of events that take place over the year. The weather
also plays a major part in energy consumption and this presents a challenge for
the business in providing comparative data year-on-year. To facilitate this, data is
‘normalised’ for comparison purposes using the methods outlined below.

Total Consumption
No. of open
days 2019

kWh/m3 per
open day 2019

No. of open
days 2018

kWh/m3 per
open day 2018

-10%

385

18184.70

414

18650.40

-36835.10

-202.56%

-655,061

-15%

385

11672.68

414

12437.30

-764.62

-6.55%

-3,984

-6%

385

159.98

414

139.15

2019

2018

change

Electricity (kWh)

7,001,108

7,721,267

-720,159

Gas (kWh)

4,493,983

5,149,044

Water (m3)

61,592

57,608

% change

20.83

% change

13.02%

Commentary: Gas consumption reduced by 15% in 2019,
mainly due to the lack of weather extremes seen in 2018.

Waste Management
2018
Tonnes

Change

2019
%

Tonnes

Electricity consumption also reduced as a result of LED lighting
being installed in the main event spaces during the summer.
A reduction of up to 60% in consumption was seen on events
year-on-year. The saving for the venue overall was 10%.

Difference ‘18 —’19
%

Tonnes

%

-135.71

-10.91

Compacted waste
(sent to Powerday)

1243.68

Recycled

1218.79

98

1085.82

98

-132.97

RDF

24.90

2

22.14

2

-0.00

Direct recycling,
separated at venue
(glass, cardboard,
paper)

125.44

132.52

7.08

5.64

Food waste sent for
anaerobic digestion

34.86

33.60

-1.26

-3.61

TOTAL WASTE

1403.98

1274.09

-129.89

-9.25

Recycled

1379.09

98.23 1251.94

98.26

RDF

24.90

1.77

1.74

1107.97

Water consumption increased by 6%. Required water-saving
improvements to cisterns in Olympia National were identified
and have now been carried out.
We have chosen to measure consumption by event ‘open days’.
This number includes every day that an event was open, i.e. if
three events were open on one single day, this is counted as
three open days.

Total Waste Production

Total waste
22.14

Commentary: The total waste tonnage was reduced by almost 130 tonnes (9.25%) in 2019. The
amount of waste recycled increased from just under 98.23% in 2018 to just over 98.26% in 2019. The
amount of waste incinerated for energy reduced by 0.3 tonnes

2019

2018

Tonnes per m2
day

Tonnes per m2
day

0.0001248

0.0001391

change
-0.0000143

% change
-10.28

Commentary: In order for us to be able to compare progress on waste reduction and recycling
year-on-year, we use this ‘tonnes per square metre day’ calculation to normalise the data. This
shows that there was an overall decrease in waste produced at the venue per m2 day, continuing
the progress made between 2017-18 shown in our last report.

Engage,
Educate,
Empower

Our aim
In 2019, the Grand Plan pursued its objective to
record data effectively, measure progress and
communicate findings. By communicating with
transparency and sharing expertise gathered in
the process, we have engaged staff, partners,
our community, clients and competitors.
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Engaging Industry Peers
• Olympia London sponsored workshops
for the industry’s cross-association
sustainability working group, where
venues, organisers and contractors
collaborated to develop a selfassessment tool enabling them to
measure their sustainability success
• Olympia London invited fellow venues
South Bank Centre and ExCel London
to visit its site and waste management
provider to share expertise on how
to send zero waste to landfill

“It was really interesting to visit Powerday
and hear about their processes. They are
clearly passionate about recycling and
keen to be the front runners in developing
a zero-waste recycling model”.
Alison Gannage-Stewart
Head of Commercial Events,
South Bank Centre

Sustainability
Workshop

Engage, Educate, Empower 19

Taking our friends on
the journey with us

• Our show-floor educational waste
management stand showcased our waste
management procedures at:
European Coffee, Tea & Soft Drinks Expo
Mind, Body, Spirit Festival
The Meetings Show
Packaging Innovations & Luxury Packaging

• Sustainability was placed at the very
heart of Olympia London’s new Customer
Experience working group, dedicated to
acting on clients’, exhibitors’ and visitors’
feedback; with the Grand Plan now having
a permanent seat
• We produced and shared an informative
waste management fact sheet for
organisers of food-led events or with a high
volume of non-recyclable waste
• The subject of our annual duty manager
training in sustainability was how to engage
organisers about The Grand Plan and help
enhance their sustainability credentials

Engage, Educate, Empower 20
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Exposure and
Recognition
• The venue increased communication
on sustainability, giving it enhanced
prominence in client communications and
in the events industry press, resulting in
increased engagement, including with UFI,
The Global Association for the Exhibition
Industry, and a higher level of press
coverage
• Olympia London was invited to speak at the
London launch of ‘Guardians of Grub’ and a
Courtauld Commitment 2025 seminar
• The venue was also invited to London &
Partners’ Air Quality group and the MIA’s
plastics reduction sub-committee

Engage, Educate, Empower

• Olympia London representatives took part
in sustainability panels at The Meetings
Show and The Event Production Show
• We were proud to achieve the Green Tourism
Gold Award, having been awarded Silver the
previous year
• The venue was ‘Highly Commended’ in the
CSR category at the EN Awards
• Olympia London was a finalist at the
Business Green Leaders Awards
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Results

Engage, Educate, Empower 22

Sustainability Training

Event Sustainability Reports
% of exhibitions
reported

Attendees
Grand Plan Induction

7

100% of new staff

Equality & Diversity

104

75% of all staff

Modern Slavery

15

Directors and senior
managers

Mental Health Awareness

19

Event and duty
managers

Working with clients to improve
event sustainability

19

Event and duty
managers

No. of reports issued to exhibition organisers

95

92%

Sustainable Waste Management Showcase

Participation in industry events

No. of events at which sustainable waste
management practices were showcased on a
dedicated stand

No. of panels, roundtables & committees where
participation invited

6

Event industry association working groups

11

No. of working groups chaired by Olympia
London representatives

3

4

Next steps
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The next steps
for the Grand Plan

Next steps 24

Community

Environment

Education

• Donate & distribute surplus
show items to charity

• Analyse plastics audit results
and plan how to:

• Introduce Olympia London
sustainability awards

• Increase engagement with
secondary and higher education

• Reduce non-recycled waste (waste
to energy) to 1% (currently 2%)

• Increase external engagement &
communications to share best practice

• Eliminate one further single-use plastic item
• Work with 5 events to increase
their sustainability credentials

Note: Since we set our Grand Plan
objectives for 2020, the COVID-19 crisis has
challenged the events industry in every way.
At Olympia London, along with other
venues, we had to close our doors in April
2020. However, this does not change our
commitment to our Grand Plan.
Sustainability is more important than ever
and when we re-open, we will pursue our
aims and objectives with renewed vigour.

Each one of us can make a difference.
Together we can make change.
This is our Grand Plan.

olympia.london/sustainability

